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Executive Summary
Ottawa Energy Collective Impact is a vibrant community led project with the aim of inspiring action to
reduce the impacts of climate change while grasping opportunities for leadership in the green economy.
The collective has been working since 2017 with funding from the Ontario Trillium Foundation, the
Ottawa Community Foundation and the McConnell foundation to define the problem in the Ottawa
context more precisely, create a collectively held theory of change, and collective strategic action plan.
This report summarizes the results from the first two phases of the process as we look forward with
excitement to phase three of implementation.
The problem is defined in terms of Ottawa meeting its ambitious green house gas reduction targets and
thereby supporting Canada to meet its Paris Agreement commitments to mitigate the urgent global
threat of climate change. The opportunity is to become a global leader in green building technology and
systems integration, creating green jobs and ecosystems of economic growth.
The theory of change demonstrates our collective belief that five pillars of change must work together
to move the needle on this issue. Existing buildings must have deep retrofits, new buildings must be
carbon neutral or sinks, stakeholders must collaborate effectively, innovative financing must be created
to cross market gaps and the capacity for a smart green economy must be built. Each pillar supports and
needs the others to achieve success.
The primary strategic focus for our five year plan is on deep residential retrofits since 49% of Ottawa
emissions are from buildings and 60% of those emissions are from residential buildings. This must be
supported with innovative financing models and closing local skills gaps. The secondary but also vitally
important focus will be on policy engagement to support strong building codes and incentives for new
buildings to be net-zero. The third area of focus is a citizen's campaign to help people accept and demand
a shift to a low carbon economy. This is essential to swaying political and business will for deep change.
The action plan includes a community resilience focused engagement on a neighbourhood scale to
incentivize communities to agree to deep energy retrofits, while getting to know and care for their
neighbours. A social finance design lab will be tasked to bundle the retrofits into larger projects to
attract investors for the required up-front capital. In policy engagement, we will focus on the Official
Plan deliberations going on now in Ottawa, building momentum for a increasing performance of
buildings towards net zero in Ottawa, and set up a working group to influence all levels of government.
The Citizen's movement will focus on nurturing champions with strong networks to show leadership on
moving to the smart, green economy of the future. We will test the feasibility of a certification program
for green building skills for planners, auditors, renovators and engineers to close the current gaps in
knowledge in the field. Our communications plan builds on the strength of community organizing as
well as professional expertise in branding and behaviour change campaigns. The shared measurement
framework will track progress of the whole city, towards the theory of change. The governance and
accountability of the collective will be managed by a steering committee and advisory board of diverse
stakeholders.
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1.

Introduction

Ottawa Energy Collective Impact (OttECI) is a community driven collaborative process to help make lasting change in
Ottawa to reduce the impacts of climate change.

1.1 Context
Ottawa residents are feeling the reality of climate change seeping into our everyday lives. In 2019 as well as
2017, long, cold winters with more precipitation, followed by fast thaws in the spring, resulted in burgeoning
waters of the Ottawa River1 sending 100o’s of residents scrambling to save their homes from flooding
with the help of neighbours and military troops. Public Safety Minister Ralph Goodale says the climate
destabilization is costing Canadian tax payers an estimated 1 Billion dollars a year.2 Community resilience to
extreme weather events is becoming an important focus for governments in the face of mounting pressures
on infrastructure. Globally, climate change is widely recognized as an existential threat to modern society
and an emergency requiring urgent attention.
The City of Ottawa has bold targets in place to support Canada meeting the international Paris Agreement
on Climate Change. Municipal staff, business and citizens must all work together to achieve these ambitious
goals. We need every resource we have; every brilliant financial and technical mind, every open heart, every
policy lever, and a majority of influential leaders to stand together for what matters long-term.
The Ottawa Energy Collective Impact project is a forum for collaboration of diverse stakeholders in Ottawa
to work together towards meaningful change, funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation since 2016.
This collective has been working with the community through a process of understanding the problem,
developing a theory of change and now creating a collective strategic action plan. We have identified the
way we build, heat and cool our houses is a major, controllable factor in how much green house gases our
city emits and see becoming a smart, green city as an economic opportunity for our future.
Together we commit to achieving what is nearly impossible. We believe it becomes possible as we march
forward, realizing our collective power, united for the highest good.

"It always seems impossible until it's done."
							Nelson Mandela
1
Nicole Mortillaro. CBC News April 30th, 2019. https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/climate-change-floods-1.5115447. Accessed
Sept 9th, 2019
2
Global News. April 16th, 2019. https://globalnews.ca/news/5206116/100-year-floods-canada-increasing/ Accessed Sept 9th 2019
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1.2 Problem Statement

The Ottawa community stands at a crossroads when it comes to taking meaningful action to combat
climate change. Like other cities around the world, Ottawa is where hundreds of thousands of residents
make the day-to-day decisions that use up energy and generate greenhouse gas emissions.
The urgency of action in Ottawa is part of a global challenge to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
United Nations tells us we have just over a decade to take unprecedented and ambitious action to avoid
the "climate catastrophe" of a world warming by at least 2 degrees centigrade above pre-industrial
levels by the end of the century. Countless jurisdictions are aiming for full decarbonization in the coming
decades. Ottawa acknowledged this urgency, in the wake of flooding, tornadoes and a wave of other
climate impacts, declaring a climate emergency.

“We believe we are in a decade where what we
collectively do every month, every week, every
day and every minute matters profoundly.”
							10 in 10 initiative
The global nature of the climate challenge requires action at all levels. Similar to
its counterparts at the federal and provincial levels, the City of Ottawa seeks to
reduce emissions by 80% below 2012 levels by 2050. This entails addressing the
Ottawa community’s four emissions sources: stationary energy (i.e., buildings),
transportation, waste and agriculture. However, two local emissions sources
are particularly important. As of 2012, buildings accounted for 49% of Ottawa
community’s emissions while transportation accounted for 40%. A 2018 study
found that residential buildings account for approximately 60% of Ottawa's
buildings emissions.
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So far, the most detailed articulation of the City of Ottawa’s climate strategy is contained in the 2014
Air Quality and Climate Change Management Plan and the 2017 Energy Evolution, Phase 1 renewable
energy strategy. Additional detail in terms of the City of Ottawa’s policy options for attaining climate
targets are expected in 2019’s Energy Evolution, Phase 2.
In Ottawa, policy measures are urgently needed for buildings and the built environment. Currently, there
is no integrated strategy in place; new buildings and developments are being constructed according to
modern yet insufficient design and planning standards, and will generate life-cycle emissions that pose
a long-term threat to the City of Ottawa’s emissions reduction targets. According to some estimates, at
least half of the buildings that will be in use in developed economies by 2050 have already been built.
Existing buildings will have to undergo deep retrofits and new builds will need to be net zero or carbon
sinks.
Addressing climate change means more than responding to a threat to the future health of our city
and our livelihoods. It is also an opportunity to redesign the Ottawa community’s energy and building
systems to promote a healthy, green and prosperous city. If we do not step up, and simply continue
business as usual, we may find ourselves losing out in the green economy of the future. If we do take
bold, coordinated action, we could be generating high quality jobs in the green buildings sector and if
scaled up enough, green technology and building supplies could be manufactured in Ontario, reviving
industry in a new low carbon leadership position.
Climate change is too complex of an issue to be resolved by any one entity. Government bodies at all
levels, energy producers, distributors and users, developers, investors, and community leaders must
work together, rising above the perspective of each organization to find innovative ways of working,
relating, and governing to ensure we reach the superordinate goal of prospering as a whole as we shift to
a climate-sustaining economy. We know there is demand for action. We seek to be part of the momentum
for positive change at this critical moment in history.
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1.3 Stakeholder Engagement Process
The stakeholder engagement for the strategy creation included
three major events to identify opportunities and continue to
refine our theory of change and create a collectively agreed
Strategic Action Plan.

Social Finance Design Lab
The social finance design lab took place September 18, 2018,
and was co-hosted by Dr. Tessa Hebb, an internationally known
expert on Social Financing at Carleton University. The session
was held on campus and consisted of a keynote address by Tim
Stoate of The Atmospheric Foundation in Toronto and several
panel discussions interspersed with participant exercises and
feedback.
Five key messages emerged from the event. Firstly, it became
clear that there is already a lot of energy and progress happening
in Ottawa around green building retrofits and how to innovatively
scale up technologies, finance models etc. There is a major
gap in understanding on the part of smaller building owners
around the need for retrofits, and therefore a gap in motivation,
but there is potential to help close this gap through currently
available financial models and examples from other cities across
Canada. Powerful financial tools such as community financing,
Energy Service Contracts, Green Bonds and co-investing were
explored. Best practices from other cities, especially Toronto,
were presented by Tim Stoate.
In addition, the energy and enthusiasm of the group fed into
continued social finance design discussions led by Dr Tessa
Hebb, and additional stakeholders joining the Ottawa Energy
Collective Impact Leadership Team.
In breakout groups, participants explored the social finance
assets in Ottawa. Investors, intermediaries and investees
must work together to create new products for social change.
Ongoing research supported meetings of a finance lab
committee, to explore the social finance potential in relation to
the development of the OttECI strategic plan. Participants are
keen to move forward with funding applications to continue the
lab's work.

OTTAWA ENERGY COLLECTIVE IMPACT

Panel discussion on social finance models for
renewable energy with (left to right) Tim Stoate of
The Atmospheric Fund, Janice Ashworth of OREC,
David Cork of Tapestry Community Capital, and
Sarah Dehler of Siemens

Results of breakout session discussions
on the assets in Ottawa social finance
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Green Building Summit
The Green Building Summit took place February 22, 2019. The Ottawa chapter of the Canada Green
Building Council and the City of Ottawa were heavily involved, and the session was integrated into the City
of Ottawa’s Climate Action Week initiative. It was a breakfast event and consisted of panel discussions
and conversations with key local influencers, followed by interactive feedback from participants.
Key themes that emerged reinforced a need to focus on existing buildings, as new buildings are easy
to build to net-zero standards and there are good mechanisms in place to enforce this through building
codes and the permit application process, and also that financing was a key hurdle to overcome in
order to address the issue of existing buildings. The CaGBC discussed its work around building investor
confidence in a retrofits as a valid investment opportunity, and City of Ottawa representatives discussed
the current state of municipal initiatives and plans, and where there was good synergy with the work this
collective is trying to do. There was also discussion of the need for knowledge, both in term of the average
building owner understanding that net zero is achievable, and in terms of needing a knowledgeable
trade base to perform the needed work. Breakout groups helped improve and refine programming ideas
to move us towards our collective strategic action plan. Dot voting representing $100,000 program
funding landed evenly across the board. The whole suite of efforts are important to work together for
the systemic change to happen.

Rob Barnes of Ecology Ottawa and City of Ottawa's
Planner Lorraine Stevens work together in a break-out
session.

Particpants dot voted to represent program
funding on the program ideas discussed in the
session.
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Strategy Summit
The Strategy Summit took place as a full day event on June 5th, 2019, at Ottawa City Hall. It featured a
keynote address from Don Grant regarding his work on the Ottawa Centre Eco-District and the lessons
learned from the implementation of that project, especially around the importance of communication,
as well as discussion of some current building technologies and high profile opportunities local to Ottawa.
There was also a special address by former Environmental Commissioner Dr Diane Saxe on the theme of
“Climate Changes Everything” and how climate change adaptation and mitigation can both impact and
be impacted by work on the built environment, the role of policy, etc.
The day also included panel discussions with local experts on sustainability, policy and communications,
and planning exercises with participants and speakers. The event was well attended by an engaged
group of approximately sixty local individuals coming from across the network of stakeholders the
Ottawa Energy Collective Impact leadership team had identified as being critical to the work. The day
completed with a round of what people need to be able to contribute and what they are willing to give to
the initiative. We planted our commitments in the great hall of City Hall and expect the project to grow
into a strong ecosystem of positive growth.

Co-facilitaor Kara Stonehouse ready to
presesent the collective strategy draft

Greater Ottawa Home Builders Association lead Jason Burggraarf (far
left) moderates panel on scaling up our collective impact in Ottawa

Raise your hands to the extent that you agree for the collective to focus on residential retrofits
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1.4 Theory of Change
Philosophy and process
The philosophy of this collective is that if we work together as a collective to understand the perspectives
of the many players, dig into the real barriers and issues and build trust and understanding among
people, we can create deeper, longer lasting solutions that move the needle on climate change.
The process of our theory of change followed the method described by the Aspen Institute in Appendix
A. Over 60 community members, experts, municipal staff and academics were engaged in several
sessions, to collectively define a pathway of change. The experience in the real world from the various
perspectives, as well as research such as the Canada Green Building Council’s retrofit economy reports,
informed the results. The theory of change process started with drawing out a "pathway of change".
This is a hierarchical flow chart, which defines the long-term outcome we aspire to, and delineates the
conditions and preconditions that must be in place in sequence, to achieve the long term outcome.
Indicators are chosen for each condition to measure if we have achieved the desired state to move to the
next level up the pathway. To complete the theory of change, interventions are proposed that we assume
will create the conditions we are aiming for. The whole theory of change process was completed over 18
months. For more details of the process and logic of our theory of change, read the full VOLT! Theory of
Change document found on the Sustainable Eastern Ontario website under Our Work, Collective Impact.

Long term outcome
The collective impact effort began with a broad greenhouse gas reduction outcome in mind. The
steering committee reviewed the greenhouse gas inventory of Ottawa and assessed the actions being
planned for Ottawa to identify a gap in action and commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from buildings in Ottawa. From our work on the problem statement, we also recognized that a vision
of economic prosperity in building the green economy in Ottawa was the second important theme of
the long term outcome. Through stakeholder mapping we realized that the third element is bringing
stakeholders together in a vibrant process of culture change.
These elements combine to create our Long Term Outcome

top level
conditions
are pillars that
must culture
all be inofplace
to is active
VOLT -The
Vibrant
Ottawa
buiLt Together.
A vibrant
transition
achieve
the long
outcome.
in Ottawa
to realize
the term
economic
opportunities of deep reductions of emissions
from buildings, while benefiting generations to come.
1. Existing Building Stock achieves 80% reduction in GHG emissions
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Top level conditions

1. Existing Building Stock achieves 80%
reduction in GHG emissions overall by 2050
2. New Buildings are designed and built to be
carbon neutral or carbon sinks
3. Stakeholders are communicating,
collaborating and taking action
4. Capital and business models are accessible
that scale up implementation of green buildings
5. Smart, green, economy has the physical
and human resources capacity to scale

These conditions are all considered necessary and when taken together,
they are sufficient to reach the long term outcome.
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Full Pathway
Each top-level condition acts like a pillar, where
the foundations below hold up the structure and all
the pillars are necessary to achieve the long term
outcome.
Pillar one is about the existing physical building
stock and how it is used. Approximately 50% of the
existing building stock will still be standing in 2050,
so a major factor will be reducing the emissions
used to heat, cool and light them. To reduce
overall emissions by 80%, modeling by Sustainable
Solutions Group, consultants to the City of Ottawa,
showed that almost all houses in Ottawa must be
deep retrofit. We define deep retrofits as reducing
emission by 60%-80%. Owners of buildings must
be adequately educated and motivated to pursue
deep energy retrofits.
Data on emissions and building age available
through the City of Ottawa, and the needs of
the electricity grid as the City expands, available
through Hydro Ottawa, will help us prioritize which
buildings need retrofits first. Commercial and
residential owners are listed separately as these are
very different audiences with different motivation
factors for deep retrofits.
Experience shared by members of Canada Green
Building Council has shown that a green retrofit can
be ineffective if the occupants then waste energy and
don’t use technical systems as intended. Adequate
education and motivation schemes for occupants
are required as part of a successful program.
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Pillar two focuses on new building design and policy. Renewable energy is included in this area as new
infrastructure and rules are required, linked to building energy use. A report by a local engineering firm
demonstrated that if Ottawa switched to 100% renewable energy, it could reasonably cover about 54%
of the current energy needs. Therefore, reducing the demand of energy and switching to renewables
must go hand in hand. Net metering is important to help buildings achieve net zero status by investing
in renewables even if its not exactly on their roof.
The City of Ottawa official plan and community plans and the Ontario Building code are key leverage
points which shape the landscape of business decisions for new housing. Various levels of government
will have to show leadership on these issues to motivate builders to scale up new business models. A
major learning curve and business model shift is required to get to 100% of new builds being zero carbon
or carbon sinks. Builders will need time and incentives to change and must be in the conversation about
new ways forward. Ideally Ottawa's builders come to see this as an exciting challenge to be competitive.
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Existing and new buildings each require intervention to reach our targets. In a business as usual scenario,
buildings built before 2020 will slowly be demolished and rebuilt over time at a rate of about 1%. If new
buildings slowly improve their GHG performance, but the city grows at 3% per year, GHG emissions from
buildings can be predicted to rise approximately 15% by 2050, and 65% by 2075. Missing the 2050 target
by 95%, or approximately 3000 kt/year of GHGs.
If deep retrofits of existing buildings are incentivized and performed and policies are put in place for net
zero standards by 2035, and renewable energy is increased, it is feasible to reach an 80% reduction in
GHGs from buildings in Ottawa by 2050 and become net zero by 2075. Growth in number of buildings
would not add to the annual ghg emissions of the city.
Using the assumptions above, the graph below illustrates how important it is to take action now to
create net-zero codes and policies to reduce future emissions from new buildings.
The savings in energy costs, new jobs created and industries rejuvenated will very likely outweigh the
costs of interventions to our economy. Reports such as the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate
Change calculate that ignoring climate change and the impacts of extreme weather will cost economies
much more in the long term compared to taking action as soon as possible. The review calculates that
inaction will cost 5% of world GDP every year and mitigation could cost 2% of GDP for a limited time. If
Ottawa was to spend 2% of its annual $3.6 Billion budget on climate change mitigation, that would be
$72 million. Currently about 3 million is budgeted for retrofits of City owned buildings and $150,000 for
the Energy Evolution project.
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Pillar three is about effective stakeholder collaboration. When business, government and community
work together, we can leverage our resources to create new possibilities. A superordinate goal such as
our VOLT outcome, that benefits all parties helps the initiative stay aligned. Influential leaders thinking
big and expressing positive attitudes for the future can help shift the cultural landscape towards green
leadership. The general public can be guided to think about issues in holistic terms and to realize
managed change now is better than chaotic, forced change later. Support for green leaders and policies
need to be generated from an informed and caring public.
Pillar four is about defining and creating innovative financing structures that motivate investment in
deep retrofits on a large scale. We cannot depend on 80% of residents choosing to invest significant
upfront capital to deeply retrofit their houses. However, bundling renovations into financial products
enables large impact investors to fund the renovations with patient capital with lower than market
returns. Thankfully, there are functioning models available in Canada, UK and the Netherlands, for us to
emulate. As implementation becomes efficient, a green retrofit economy will mature in Ottawa, which
means rates could improve for more traditional investors to come on board.
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This brings us to pillar five concerning leveling up the knowledge, skills and resources available in the
Ottawa green building and energy sectors. By creating demand for retrofits in Ottawa, more contractors
will be motivated to become competent at green retrofits. The local green building contractors will need
support to be able to hire and train many new workers and work on prototype projects with the risk and
investment shared among stakeholders. Some gaps in knowledge have been identified with auditors and
engineers who may not approve the electrics required in a passive house, for example. It is important
to understand which skills will be needed, where shortages are, and who will be willing to learn and
teach these skills. A network of expertise will be important to increase the diffusion of knowledge. As
green retrofits scale up in Ottawa, physical resources such as windows, heating equipment and controls
may not be available from local sources. If this retrofitting concept can spread more widely in Southern
Ontario and across the country, as being pursued by Sustainable Buildings Canada, it may become
economically viable to set up new manufacturing plants for the green economy resources, benefiting
Canadian workers. This is a longer term opportunity.
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2.

Collective Strategy

Informed by the theory of change, the gaps in the current landscape and opportunities and strengths of the collective, a
focus was chosen for the first 5 year period, 2020-2025. The three main areas of focus are deep home retrofits supported
by a finance lab and closing skills gaps, policy advocacy for new buildings to be net zero, and a citizen’s engagement
campaign to support forward movement.

2.1 Current System Strengths and Opportunities
Interviews, meetings and dialogues with stakeholders and leaders in finance, governance, green building
and trades, uncovered key insights regarding opportunities in the field.
In the existing building area, residential and commercial buildings are completely separate audiences,
technology, finances and have differnent motivations for deep retrofits. Commercial building owners have
a high incentive to save costs on energy but little motivation to reduce green house gas emissions. Very large
institutions in Ottawa have the largest opportunities, tend to be thinking about their social responsibility
to the climate and are well served by large engineering firms such as Siemens. The collective therefore
would have little impact dealing directly with this audience. Medium sized commercial buildings that are
aging are exposed to high risks as the market becomes more energy conscious. Their occupancy rates will
likely suffer as the tenant pays the utility bills in most cases. These smaller owners face large barriers to
investing in deep retrofits. A few of these are, their desire to keep the building occupied as opposed to
distruptions with renovations, the payback being longer than common business goals and low confidence in
the effectiveness of a retrofit. The Canadian Green Building Council reports and the experience of the The
Atmospheric Fund in Toronto, have shown that there are economically viable projects that can be done for
commercial buildings. This is an area of opportunity where a collective strategy could make a difference for
this audience. The collective at this time is not well networked with this audience and see it a challenge we
would be better prepared to face in the future.
As part of Energy Evolution, the City of Ottawa's renewable energy strategy, the City identified that individual
homes and apartments make up 60% of the green house gas emission from buildings in Ottawa. Deep
retrofits saving 60-80% of GHGs will be required on almost all older houses to meet Ottawa's reductions
targets. There is not currently a good business model for deep retrofitting homes in Ottawa, which means
we have a market failure in this area needing intervention.
The Ottawa Energy Collective Impact partners have many strengths in the residential retrofit and
community areas as EnviroCentre performs energy audits and helps retrofits to be completed, Ecology
Ottawa is excellent at engaging communities for behaviour change and policy change, Sustainable Eastern
Ontario have a network of active green energy professionals and Canada Green Building Council has a
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strong network of green building professionals. Faith and the Common good have national experience
with guiding communities to take on green practices for their aith communities. The Ottawa based coop, CoEnergy says they tend to be able to attract investment but are lacking large projects to invest the
money in. There is a great opportunity in residential deep rerofits, for a collective approach to make a
significant impact.
Each sector has a role to play. The City of Ottawa offers their strength in data and research and ability
to hire engineering consultants and implement high value projects such as working on net metering
with Hydro Ottawa and supporting renewable energy projects as they are doing for phase 1 of Energy
Evolution. They also have the closest relationship with developers and the ability to get influential
leaders to the table for discussions. Strong leadership from the environment committee, infrastructure
and planning managers and the mayor will be keys to success going forward. The Energy Evolution team
have been allies in the process and we expect more collaboration as we implement ideas that benefit the
community on common aims.
The energy producing sector is well positioned to contribute to green house gas reductions. Hydro
Ottawa is owned by the City of Ottawa so collaboration is streamlined if the City takes the lead. Enbridge
Gas Inc. is contributing to the dialogue although the concept of fuel switching doesn't make sense to
them with so much valuable existing infrastructure in place. Enbridge Gas Inc. has the opportunity to
evolve into an energy company and use their expertise to transition to geo thermal or other renewable
gas options they are developing. Our large portion of hydro electricity in Ottawa also keeps us in a
good place to increase the share of renewable generation. Since Ontario has a surplus of energy, it’s an
opportunity to reduce fossil fuel use. There are several solar companies in Ottawa who would be happy
to supply more panels if the market demanded it.
The federal government is making excellent progress at greening their building stock, which is a
significant portion of Ottawa’s stock. They can offer the process and technical learnings to help the
commercial sector do the same. Financing was not a challenge for them as it is with the commercial
and residential sectors. Natural Resources Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada have
programs and funding to support building codes moving to net zero and community resilience planning.
22 million was awarded recently to support a low carbon cities initiative to scale up investment in green
technologies across Canada.
The Ontario government has cancelled the cap and trade program in partnership with Quebec and
California, and is taking legal action against the federally mandated carbon tax. This introduces
uncertainty and risk for investors in green technology. Developers, contractors and trades workers are
less likely to develop their green building portfolios with fewer incentive programs in place. For our
theory of change to be successful, we will need carbon pricing signals to motivate demand for green
technologies and support from all levels of government to support the research and development and
scaling up of green building technologies.
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The buildings and developer community in Ottawa are generally dipping their toes into sustainability
and net zero building, but have a long way to go before they are ready to produce new net zero buildings
at scale. Windmill Developments proves that sustainable developments can be profitable, and we have
a few small builders focusing on passive house and net-zero. For the large developers, their plans and
motivations are strongly profit driven and changing practices for them is a long-term and expensive
process. The key lever for this group is market signals such as legislation for increasingly stricter building
standards and demonstrating consumer demand and willingness to pay more for a net zero home. A
community appeal for the environment is unlikely to influence these players as the environmental
community is often in conflict with developer desires for taller buildings.
A major leverage point will be building code, by-laws and incentives to move the market towards netzero. The City of Vancouver held dialogues with builders, trades, policy makers and citizens, which led to
their STEP Code. This locally implement code above and beyond the Ontario Building Code incentivizes
builders to improve their perfomance over time. A "made in Ottawa" solution to all new builds being
carbon neutral or better by 2030, would enable Ottawa to reduce green house gases from buildings by
80% by 2050.
In higher education, Ottawa is wealthy with Algonquin college orienting towards green building and the
University of Ottawa engaged in greening the campus buildings. Carleton University also has initiatives
working on the sustainability performance of the campus.
In funding and social finance, the newly funded LC3 initiative hosted by the Ottawa Community Foundation
offers capital to be invested in deep retrofit projects, likely accepting longer payback periods and lower
than market returns. Individuals often do not have the financial resources necessary to absorb the initial
costs of these deep retrofits, even though the energy savings to the homeowners over time will offset
these initial upfront costs. This creates a market failure and inhibits the broad take up of deep energy
retrofits in our community. In order to address
this market failure, financial instruments
are required to provide an opportunity for
initial investment in deep retrofits, paid back
over time. Social finance seeks to overcome
this market failure by developing innovative
financing and investment mechanisms. A
number of government programs have used
what is termed PACE models (property assessed
clean energy financing) to address this problem.
PACE models provide low cost loans with long
payback terms, assessed to the property and
repaid through property assessment taxes over
time.
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Tessa Hebb is a globally renowned leader in social finance who has lead our social finance design lab
dialogue and is willing to continue to lead a finance lab process into the future. She is a great strength
and draws in other thought leaders in the field.
In trades and necessary skills, we found that large engineering firms predict being able to keep up with
the skills required, but there may be gaps in knowledge for general contractors, auditors and buildings
owners and operators and smaller architecture and engineering firms and within City of Ottawa staff.
Ottawa has a trades shortage now for general work, so contractors have little incentive to diversify and
innovate. New technologies might not follow the current standard, so flexibility or different standards
must be understood by auditors and building inspectors to get approval to implement green buildings.
There are many graduates in sustainable trades but not as many jobs. Getting current contractors on
board "on the job" mentor-ship style rather than formal schooling was identified as important since the
technology changes faster than formal courses can be made. The most important factor is integration.
Sustainable buildings trades must all work together to create a system that uses energy efficiently. All
the professionals from design, approval, financing, implementation and maintenance must be on the
same wavelength and shared vocabulary and assumptions.
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2.2 Collective Strategic Priorities
Upon assessing the gaps in the marketplace and the best fit for the strengths of the groups involved in the
Ottawa Energy Collective Impact project, we identified that our focus would be on low rise residential
deep retrofits. A collective community effort could move the needle on this significant source of GHG
emissions in Ottawa. The five strategic priorities mirror the theory of change but focus within each pillar
on residential retrofits, policy change for new builds and building a culture of support for these initiatives.

1. Massively scale up low rise, residential
deep retrofits to address 60% of building
GHG’s in Ottawa.
2. Policy engagement to systemically
motivate wide-spread increase in new
and retrofit green building.
3. Amplify a citizen’s movement for
smart, green economy. Build acceptance
and momentum towards green policies.
4. Social finance to scale up access
to capital for our residential retrofit
program.
5. Training and certification for skills
needed to scale up residential retrofits.
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Image : The light purple boxes highlight the areas of focus of this collective strategic action plan.

The diagram above demonstrates the areas of focus in relation to the theory of change. The bottom
conditions must be met first in order to move up the chain. In pillar one, we are focusing on incentivizing
home-owners to complete deep retrofits, including a behaviour change program to reduce energy
consumption in their newly renovated homes. In new buildings, we are focusing on provincial building
codes and the Official Plan review being done by the City of Ottawa, supporting government champions
to be bold leaders. In pillar three, we will support key influential community leaders to understand and
become champions for deep retrofits and contribute to public education on these issues for Ottawa. We
will continue to host dialogue and collaboration between stakeholders for the broad goals of VOLT. In
the finance pillar, we will focus on accessing patient capital for deep home retrofits, building the case
for ROI and Life Cycle cost of these projects. In pillar five, clarity on the skills gaps in deep home retrofits
and creative methods to bridge the gaps will be the primary focus.
The programs and interventions of many organizations, institution and community members will work
together to support a deep change in an aligned direction. After the initial 5 year period, partners will
review the priorities and decide to continue a focused effort on deep home retrofits or expand to other
areas of the theory of change.
The first two years of the plan are getting pilot programs up and running and evaluated, followed by
scaling up with learning along the way.
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3.

Aligned Action

Following the strategic priorities, the action plan is designed to effectively create the conditions to move us along the
theory of change to our ultimate outcome.

3.1 Action Plan
The interventions we propose are designed to create a culture ready to implement technical solutions
at an increasing scale over time. The core action will be a residential retrofit program that will engage
neighbourhoods to meet and discuss the benefits and risks of deep retrofits from a context of building
community resilience and connection, increasing home value and comfort and doing a project that
helps the larger world. The finance lab will work with social finance experts, the residents, investors and
intermediaries to organize a financing model for these households with the goals of bundling many houses
together as a product for larger investors. The retrofit product suppliers will be involved to explain their
technologies and help identify skills gaps and barriers they have experienced in getting their products to
market. The collective will focus on closing those specific gaps and conduct a feasibility study testing if a
certification and referral process would improve consumer confidence and help make connections between
suppliers and customers.
Policy work for new building standards will also be important for long term strategic outcomes to be realized.
Supporting or hosting a process of dialogue between developers, community and city staff to move towards
a green building standard or STEP code for Ottawa will be a priority action.
A professional media campaign will also strive to engage thought leaders in the city to become vocal
champions for deep retrofits and a smart green economy. Citizen education and infotainment such as
podcasts and radio discussions will help more residents understand the issues and become inspired to
demand green action from their municipal, provincial and federal leaders.
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The following chart lists the action items in each strategic priority area. Each action is linked to the conditions
we are attempting to obtain on the theory of change and has a preliminary progam goal.

ACTION

Outcome

(condition to acheive on
VOLT theory of change)

Program goal

Strategic Priority 1: Scale-up low rise, residential deep retrofits
Action 1a. Create a neighbourhood level program to
encourage low rise residential retrofits in large numbers
with capital supports and behaviour change programs in
place.

VOLT 1.1.2
Home owners incentivized
to pursue deep energy
retrofits.

3 Communities signed up for pilot.
1000 audits analysed, 500 homes
retrofit or a major community project
initiated.
Scale up to 10 more communities by
year 5

VOLT 1.2.1
Users understand
energy saving behaviours
& are adequately
motivated.

90% of program households signed
up for community comparison energy
tracking with a reduction goal and
priority actions identified for their
family.

Strategic Priority 2: Policy Engagement to motivate wide-spread increase in NEW and renovated green building.
Action 2a. Support a facilitated dialogue process for The
City, Citizens and Developers to create a "made in Ottawa"
green standard, step code and/or bylaws that adequately
addresses the climate emergency and respects the needs
of local businesses. Including improving the clarity of
these stakeholders on the urgency of climate change and
opportunites for Ottawa as net zero building leaders.

VOLT 2.3
...council decisions
enforce sustainable
communities with green
building requirements and
incentives.

Process initiated (Y/N)
Green Standard in place by 2025
By-laws upheld in practice (# of
significant exceptions) .

VOLT 3.1.1.
Influential stakeholders
understand the urgency
of climate change and
possibilities of innovation
leadership for Ottawa.
Action 2b. Create a policy commitee to research and
present a unified voice on critical aspects needed in Official
Plan to support developing low carbon neighbourhoods.
- Strategically Participate in Community Development
Plans to encourage green building practices.
- Check up on progress and how well the Official Plan and
Community Plans are being implemented.

VOLT 2.3
Official Plan
zoning and council
decisions enforce
sustainable communities
with green building
requirements and
incentives.

2019-2020
Official Plan Review
maintains priority on sustainability
(Y/N) and strengthens the requirement
for green building and renewable
energy infrastructure
(Y/N/?)
Rate each community plan on
sustainability strength
goal of 7/10 on all communty plans or
better.
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Action 2c. Policy committee explore possibilities with
national peers, to support provincial or federal policies for
resilient, net zero homes and retrofits.

VOLT 2.3.1
Building Codes that step
to net zero are implented
by 2025 and upheld in
practice.

1-3 impactful collective actions
taken to support emerging issues at
upper governmental level (National
newpaper opinion article, signed letter
etc)

Strategic Priority 3: Citizen’s movement for smart, green economy
Action 3a. Cultivate local influential leaders to champion
the green building and energy cause. Use a professional
agency.

Action 3b. Citizen’s Education and Awareness campaign
to increase support for transition to green economy,
resilience, health. (Podcast, NGO Events, Green Home
Tours, Door Conversations, Game) .

VOLT 3.1.1 Influential
Stakeholders understand
the urgency of climate
change and possibility of
innovation leadership for
Ottawa.
VOLT 3.2.1 Public engaged
and motivated in energy
and climate conversation
and education.

50 influential leaders in Ottawa making
waves with 10,000’s followers.

Ottawa general public support for
scaling up action on green building
increases 30% in from 2020 to 2023.
Respondents prioritize it higher than
new roads.

Strategic Priority 4: Social Finance to scale up access to capital for residential retrofits
Action 4a. Run a residential retrofits social finance lab
process with relevant players and experts participating.
Aggregate opportunities (LC3, PACE, BONDs, Co-Energy,
insurance)

VOLT 3.3 Effective
collaboration
VOLT 4.1 Leverages
government financing

Action 4b. Study/compile costs and returns of proposed
retrofit technology choices for Ottawa. Create
agreements, risk rating, and financial products to support
residential retrofits.

VOLT 4.4.1 Investor
awareness and
confidence is high in
Life Cycle Cost and ROI
Analysis of green building
and retrofit projects.
VOLT 4.4 Private impact
investors contribute
100’s of millions dollars
to green building project
investments.

Action 4c. Access capital to invest in residential retrofits
for 3 pilot communities.

Participation of high seniority
representative from each relevant area
of expertise
Aligned on goals and financial product
design.
Residents, intermediary and investors
feel confident in the product we have
produced.

500 houses deep retrofit and one
community heating infrastructure
project. Capital accessed is
approximately 10M by year 3, 50 M in
year 5. Increasing to 120 M/year until
2050.
Strategic Priority 5. Training and certification for skills of which we have a shortage as we scale up residential retrofits.
Action 5a. Study to identify local skills gaps in residential
retrofits or communication/trust gaps where skills are
present.

VOLT 5.3.2 Skills gaps are
understood for Ottawa
and relevant training and
certification are available
on the job.
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Action Plan Details
1. Community Resilience Retrofit model
Residents will gather at a local community centre three times, to build connections, learn about deep
retrofit technologies, consider our financing proposal and imagine how they might improve the look and
performance of their home. Behaviour change research suggests that when our peers are taking a new
action we are much more likely to try the behaviour as well.
Process
• Pilot in three neighbourhoods, one rural, one suburban, one city center, chosen on neighbourhood
interest and potential impact
• Participating homes are audited (about 1,000 homes per neighbourhood)
• Expert consultants create deep retrofit plans for participants in a design charrette event with
partners
• 200-500 deep retrofits are completed with partner contractors including community wide thermal
energy projects, building envelop, heat pumps, windows, lights, electricity use behaviour change,
solar projects… a suite that makes sense through the energy audit process.
• Create a funding mechanism so home owners don’t have to invest capital. They agree to pay the
energy savings back to the program slowly over time, this commitment rests with the property.
• Report and celebrate the energy savings, home value increases and resiliency performance of the
completed projects
• Program funding possibilities by Trillium, FCM, LC3, NRCan, ECCC
• Capital managed by LC3 through a bundling mechanism developed by the social finance lab.

Resilient communities are connected and take action to reduce their risks from climate change.
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2. Policy Engagement
The City of Ottawa’s Official plan, strong green building policies and adherence to the provincial building
code going net zero by 2030, all send strong signals to developers and tradespeople that it is time to
seriously invest in green buildings and training. The official plan is the foundational vision document for
the city and is currently under a review process.
Process
• Create an advocacy committee made up of key stakeholders to identify and pro-actively lobby
federal, provincial and municipal government with a municipal focus on influencing the city’s Official
Plan, Community Plans, and the establishment of Green Building policies.
• Committee researches and present a strong unified voice on the key input we would like to see
during the official plan consultations in 2019 and 2020.
• Advocacy from diverse actors for a "green building standard" in Ottawa similar to Vancouver and
Toronto, understanding the limits of Ottawa’s regulatory framework and advocating for the full use
of Ottawa’s powers, or for the extension of Ottawa’s ability to uphold building standards
• Ongoing collaborative dialogue with developers, utilities, NGOs, NRCan office of energy efficiency,
citizens, City staff to understand key issues, and to advocate at Provincial and Federal levels for
strong signals towards green building requirements. (Incentives, carbon pricing, laws, policies)
• Partner with a municipal lawyer or experienced city planner to help interpret the powers that
the City of Ottawa does and does not have. Communicate any clarity we gain in clear fact sheets to
councilors, planners, etc.
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3. Citizen’s movement for smart, green economy
Cultivate local influential leaders to champion the green building and energy cause
Conduct a strategic media campaign, to raise citizen awareness and support
Process
• Professionally led Leadership Capital campaign to have influential leaders promote the programs
and changes of the collective impact work.
• Strategic media partner such as Media Style, and National corporate partner such as Telus, for
a national campaign, centered in Ottawa, for green buildings and supporting new green jobs
demanded by citizens, leading up to municipal election.
• Energy Literacy program in social media, radio, podcasts helping Ottawa citizens understand
the risks and trade-offs of various energy strategies in Ottawa and telling the story of community
resiliency and positive change.
• Look for ways to strategically amplify the climate action voice in ways that politicians measure
• Demonstrate high citizen support is for key policy changes
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4. Ottawa Energy Collective Impact (OttECI) Social Finance Lab
Three essential components are required in social finance: the demand for the capital, the supply of
the capital and intermediaries that facilitate the exchange. The social finance lab (SF Lab) will assist
in the development of social finance tools that aggregate the capital needs of individual homeowners
in order to undertake deep retrofits to their homes and bundle these individual needs into investment
opportunities both for retail investors (individuals) and for institutional investors (ie foundations,
endowments etc.)
Process
• Financial thought leaders meeting a few times a year led by social finance expert
Tessa Hebb
• Strategize how to funnel capital into residential retrofits and how to realize some return on
investment at a rate, risk and return that can be marketed as a social impact investment
• Attempt to tie the loans to the property by working with the City of Ottawa and having the loan
paid back as part of the utility bill with Hydro Ottawa.
•Define a process for rating the risk of the products/retrofit projects as they are brought on-line
• Create and market investment product, accessing a "stack" of capital at various rates
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5. Skills gaps in residential deep retrofits
Training and certification for skills of which we have a shortage as we scale up these programs.
Become clearer on skills shortages or missing information links, build trust in the skills available and train
the right people in any missing skills, in time for the rise in demand. In order to ramp up to 20,000 deep
retrofits per year we will need a lot of people to get trained in the right skills.
Process
• Identify the specific skills gaps in Ottawa
- inspectors, auditors, which trades, planners
• Develop certification process for busy tradespeople to up-level their green building skills and
connect them to customers as a trusted source.
• Develop an advisory council to approve the certification process
• Employers can flag skills they forecast missing and employees can start training in those skills to
advance their career, in partnership with Labour Market Links
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3.2 Budget
This initiative is expected to be carried out by multiple organizations over five years attracting
several funding and investment streams. The broad strokes of the budget will be along the following
magnitudes. The actual funds attracted through grants and partnerships will determine the scope of
actions undertaken.

Priorities

Y1

1. Massively scale up low rise, residential deep
retrofits to address 60% of building GHG’s in
Ottawa.
2. Policy engagement to systemically motivate
wide-spread increase in new and retrofit green
building.
3. Amplify a citizen’s movement for smart, green
economy. Communications campaigns to build
momentum and acceptance of green policies.
4. Social finance to scale up access to capital for
our residential retrofit program.
5. Training and certification for skills of which
we have a shortage as we scale up residential
retrofits.
Shared Measurement Framework

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

350,000

350,000

450,000

650,000

850,000

100,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

50,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

30,000

30,000

150,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

80,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

Backbone coordination and communication

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

Website and branding

60,000

60,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Total annual budget

880,000

Captial invested in deep residential retrofits 0
through our program

930,000 1,070,000 1,220,000 1,420,000
500,000

10,000,000 20,000,000 50,000,000

Income is invisioned to come from grants with the Trillium foundation 100-500K/year , McConnel’s
Innoweave program 75K, Ottawa Community Foundation 20K, NRCan residential resiliency funding
programs 350K, LC3 partnerships 20K, work in kind by the City of Ottawa 10K, FCM grants 100K.
Programming co-ordination resources are envisined to be shared among the main particiating groups,
with the need to hire new program staff in many instances to fullfill the level of effort required. Expenses
would be a majority on staff time coordinating many volunteers and projects. Events and consultants
will be a large portion of the non-staff expenses. Invested capital in deep retrotits is planned to scale up
over the 5 year period from 3 communities and about 50 houses in year 2 to ten communities and 500
houses in year 5.
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4.

Shared Measurement

Collective impact is about "moving the needle" on a large systemic issue. A shared measurement framework at a
systemic level gives the comunity feedback about the progress towards its long term outcomes.

Purpose and process
A key condition of success for collective impact is the use of a shared measurement system in which
multiple organizations use a common set of measures to evaluate performance and track progress
toward the ultimate shared goal. The benefits of doing so are simple. Shared measurement
systems encourage local organizations to align their efforts on shared outcomes, enable them
to collectively track and evaluate their collective progress (or lack of) and offer organizations
opportunities to benchmark their results against – and learn from – their peers. In some cases, the
consistent use of shared measurement systems may even lead to improvements in the quality and
credibility of the data and – eventually – reduce the overall costs of collecting and reporting data.
This framework is a public communication device to help partners in the collective receive feedback
and learn how we are doing on a whole community level on this issue, and if there are any gaps or
opportunities that need addressing. The results and stories will be reported publicly on the Ottawa
Energy Collective Impact website, shared with staff at the City of Ottawa, highlighted for the
general community through newsletters of partners and at special events and conferences.
The measurement model flows directly from the theory of change. The collective chose to focus
on one or two measurements for each pillar of the theory of change. The leadership team was well
positioned to provided feedback on what, how, and how often we would measure our impact, with
representatives from the city of Ottawa and Hydro Ottawa offering some key relationships.
Working with a measurement consultant with experience in social transformation, we were advised
to use a software tool to ensure the measurement framework is robust and has accountability
built in, to facilitate implementation. We chose to use Kanaki software which structures the
measurement framework, stores the detailed information about how and when to collect data,
and reminds staff to perform the measurement functions at critical times. It also has the ability to
create more specific measurement frameworks as programs are developed.
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Indicators and data collection
Most indicators will be collected on an annual basis from program partners such as the City of Ottawa,
Hydro Ottawa, NRCan and LC3 as well as some annual interviews with stakeholders to assess progress.
The image below describes the summary of the measurement framework. The more detailed framework
including collection methods, is included in Appendix B.
Image: VOLT! Theory of Change indicators summary. Three GHG indicators, total for buildings, average per building
and amount in our targeted building stock will give us a more complete picture to compare data on progress and
notice if the Collective is making an impact as desired. For each top level condition, one or two indicators will track
progress overall. Each indicator has a goal or target level to reach or maintain.
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5.

Communications

Continuous communication is another success conditon of collective impact. This work can only move at the speed of
trust. Trust comes from understanding each other clearly and spending time sharing ideas and visions, opinions and
everyone knowing what the others are up to.

5.1 Communication plan summary
The Ottawa Energy Collective Impact group’s communication strategy is designed to to acheive our action
plan goals through a variety of messages tailored to various target audiences. We seek to leverage the
tremendous reach of partner organizations’ communications channels to reach a critical mass of Ottawans
and initiate change at the scope, scale and speed required to succeed on our city-wide climate mitigation
objectives.
The communication plan summary below describes the communications channels and methodologies that
will support our program efforts.

Art by Bhat boy of Ottawa

Table 5.1 connects our communications strategy to the goals we aim to acheive in each strategic
priority areaof the Action Plan.

Table 5.1: Communications Strategy Linked to Action Plan and Program Goals

Link to Action Plan

Program goal

Communications Strategy

Strategic Priority 1: Scale-up low rise, residential Deep Retrofits
Action 1a. Create a
neighbourhood level
program to encourage low
rise residential retrofits in
large numbers with capital
supports and behaviour
change programs in place.

3 Communities signed
up for pilot. 1000 audits
analysed, 500 homes
retrofit or a major
community project
initiated.

Communications strategy designed to promote
neighbourhood-level solutions including branding decisions
about what entity will be there for residents all the way
through this process.
Strategy designed to secure household participation in
audits.
Facebook ad campaign with links to online audit forms.

90% of program
households signed up for
community comparison
energy tracking with
a reduction goal and
priority actions identified
for their family.

Communications used to promote concept of community
comparison energy tracking with a reduction goal and
priority actions at a household level.
Geo-targeted (neighbourhood- or ward-level) social media
communications designed to show program participation by
area.
Social media communications to draw on best practices
from behavioural economics; create a “race to the top” by
gamifying and publicly reporting on participation rates.
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Strategic Priority 2: Policy Engagement to motivate wide-spread increase in
NEW and renovated green building.
Action 2a. Support a
facilitated dialogue
process for The City,
Citizens and Developers
to create a "made in
Ottawa" green standard,
step code and/or bylaws
that adequately addresses
the climate emergency
and respects the needs of
local businesses. Including
improving the clarity
of these stakeholders
on urgency of climate
change and opportunites
for Ottawa as net zero
building leaders.
Action 2b. Create a policy
commitee to research and
present a unified voice on
critical aspects needed in
Official Plan to support
developing low carbon
neighbourhoods.
- Strategically Participate
in Community
Development Plans to
encourage green building
practices.
- Check up on progress and
how well the Official Plan
and Community Plans are
being implemented.

Process initiated (Y/N)
Green Standard in place
by 2025
By-laws upheld in
practice (# of significant
exceptions) .

Action 2c. Policy
committee explore
possibilities with national
peers, to support
provincial or federal
policies for resilient, net
zero homes and retrofits.

1-3 impactful collective
actions taken to support
emerging issues at upper
governmental level
(National newpaper
opinion article, signed
letter etc)

Partner with City of Ottawa Energy Evolution team and
Clean Air Partners or Quest. Direct invitations to key
stakeholders from trusted networks.
Consider using online organizing tools such as New/Mode to
demonstrate widespread social support for an Ottawa Green
Standard.
Presentations and meeting scheduled directly with city staff,
partnering with Energy Evolution team and Sustainable
Solutions Group.

2019-2020
Official Plan Review
maintains priority on
sustainability (Y/N)
and strengthens the
requirement for green
building and renewable
energy infrastructure
(Y/N/?)
Rate each community
plan on sustainability
strength needing 7/10 on
all communty plans or
better.

Besides social media channels, consider using online
organizing tools such as New/Mode to demonstrate
widespread social support for various policy initiatives.
Report on community-level initiatives in attempt to get
neighbourhoods to engage on “race to the top” regarding
inclusion of strong sustainability principles in their
Community Design Plans.
Use social media channels to direct public into City-run
engagement processes at strategic moments (e.g., public
prioritization of community design elements into the Official
Plan).   And to bring to light when development is not
following the official and community plans.

Communications used to secure and celebrate policy
champions, especially elected officials.
Draw clear links between provincial policy opportunities and
city- or neighbourhood level improvements. Consider geotargeting communications on this basis.
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Link to Action Plan

Program goal

Communications Strategy

Strategic Priority 3: Citizen’s movement for smart, green economy
Action 3a. Cultivate
local influential leaders
to champion the green
building and energy
cause. Use a professional
agency.

50 influential leaders
in Ottawa making
waves with 10,000’s
followers.

Action 3b. Citizen’s
Education and Awareness
campaign to increase
support for transition
to green economy,
resilience, health. (Pod
cast, NGO Events,
Green Home Tours, Door
Conversations, Game) .

Ottawa general public
support for scaling
up action on green
building increases 30%
in from 2020 to 2023.
Respondents prioritize
it higher than new
roads.

Report rigorously and consistently when champions come on
board; create incentives for others to join the pack of leaders by
using communications channels to profile and reward leaders.
Use principle of “social proof” to report back to the public
on accumulating support for a smart, green economy. Media
strategies will highlight growing momentum and foster “FOMO /
fear of missing out” by highlighting community and social benefits
of leadership.   
Create ongoing, multi-organizational messaging stream with
shared themes, in order to achieve message saturation.
With all externally-facing messaging, link back to organizational
web pages with more detailed information. Information pages
should allow for two-way interaction; rather than simply storing
and presenting key information, these pages should provide
opportunities for the public to have their say or engage with
strategic opportunities when they arise.
Link back-end pages with Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) software tools (e.g., NationBuilder) to foster two-way
interaction around awareness messages, thereby deepening
communications relationship with the public.

Strategic Priority 4: Social Finance to scale up access to capital for residential retrofits
Action 4a. Run a
residential retrofits social
finance lab process with
relevant players and
experts participating.
Aggregate opportunities
(PACE, BONDs, CoEnergy, insurance)

Participation of
high seniority
representative from
each relevant area of
expertise
Aligned on goals and
financial product
design.

Create ongoing, multi-organizational messaging stream
with shared themes, in order to achieve message saturation.
Overarching goal of messaging should be about demystifying
social finance and clearly articulating the role and opportunity for
investment in the residential retrofits transition.
Report rigorously and consistently when champions come on
board; create incentives for others to join the pack of leaders by
using communications channels to profile and reward leaders.
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Action 4b. Study/compile
costs and returns. Create
agreements, risk rating,
and financial products
to support residential
retrofits.

Residents,
intermediary and
investors feel
confident in the
product we have
produced.

Action 4c. Access capital
to invest in residential
retrofits for 3 pilot
communities.

500 houses deep
retrofit and one
community heating
infrastructure project.
Capital accessed is
approximately 10M by
year 3, 50 M in year 5
increasing to 120 M/
year until 2050.

Create ongoing, multi-organizational messaging stream
with shared themes, in order to achieve message saturation.
Overarching goal of messaging should be about demystifying
social finance and clearly articulating the role and opportunity for
investment in the residential retrofits transition.

Use trusted sources (i.e., organizations with expertise or authority
in this area) to leverage communications channels to provide
the public with opportunities to understand and invest in market
products and key moments.
Other organizations will leverage their communications channels
to amplify messages from trusted sources.

Strategic Priority 5. Training and certification for skills of which we have a shortage as we scale up
residential retrofits.
Action 5a. Study to
identify local skills gaps
in residential retrofits
or communication/trust
gaps where skills are
present.

Study completed with
clear results and next Report back to public on skills gap issue as information is
steps.
gathered. This will help foster public understanding and demand
for solutions.

Action 5b. Create a
solution or integrate
existing programs to
bridge the identified
gaps. Networking with
experts and trades to
integrate knowledge.
Action 5c. Create a Social
Enterprise which will train
and certify residential
retrofitters, income can
be used for political
activitiesof the collective.

Reduce the size of the Illustrate real-world or neighbourhood-level examples of the
skills gap in residential costs of inaction on bridging gaps, and the opportunities for
retrofits in capacity to community-level gains if there is sufficient momentum in this area.
retrofit 20,000 houses
per year.

Pair informational messaging with content on policy solutions to
resolve skills gap issues.

Feasibility study
Direct communicaions and interviews with green retrofitters and
complete determining their sample clients, through contacts with CaGBC and Sustainable
if there is a need in
Eastern Ontario.
the market to know
who to trust for
green retrofits and if
retrofitters would buy
into a certification
body.
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6.

Governance

A collective with high aims and large budgets requires professional and transparent governance.

Governance Structure
The governance structure of the Collective Impact process has evolved over the course of the project.
During Stage 1 (2016-2017), the project was led by a Steering Committee of representatives from local
organizations. The founding members of this Steering Committee included representatives from
Sustainable Easter Ontario, Ecology Ottawa, and Tucker House Renewal Centre. During the first year of
the project, this was extended to include additional organizations, including Community Associations
for Environmental Sustainability, Sustainable Enterprise Alliance, Envirocentre, and Greening Sacred
Spaces/Faith & the Common Good. The Steering Committee had decision-making authority over project
deliverables, execution, and budget distribution.
Stage 2 (2018-2019) of Collective Impact continued the work of the Steering Committee with the addition
to the team of the Canada Green Building Council - Ottawa Chapter and the introduction of a Leadership
Team advisory group. The Steering Committee met monthly to track deliverables, actions, and priorities
whereas the Leadership Team met quarterly and was a higher level advisory team to review progress and
offer advice. Importantly, the Leadership Team was intentionally diverse from key sectors in the community
and included representatives from utilities (Hydro Ottawa and Enbridge Gas Inc.), building developers
and renovators (WSP, Bental Kennedy, Greater Ottawa Home Builder’s Association), large energy users
and community institutions and partners (Ottawa Carleton District School Board, Federation of Citizen’s
Association), Businesses and Cooperatives (SmartNet Alliance and Ottawa Renewable Energy Cooperative),
municipal government (City of Ottawa), and academic institutions (Carleton University). This was in addition
the comprehensive representation from the nonprofit and sustainability sector.
In Stage 3 of Collective Impact, it is expected that the continuation of a Steering Committee and Leadership
Team model will continue.
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Appendix
A. Aspen Institute Theory of Change Framework
B. Measurement Framework Details

A

Aspen Institute theory
of change framework
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B

Measurement Framework
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